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Taking Action: Time to Get Out of WHO!
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While the world continues to wrestle with
the Russian war against Ukraine and sees
the real possibility of China absorbing
Taiwan, building the New World Order is not
only a topic for President Biden, but is being
openly discussed in the U.S. Senate.

According to Politico, U.S. Senator Marco
Rubio of Florida (65 percent lifetime
Freedom Index score) spoke at an early
February Foreign Relations hearing,
seemingly against continuing to build the
New World Order. He said, “At the end of
the Cold War … the gamble at the time was
if we create this international economic
order led by the U.S. and the West built on
the global commitment to free trade, the
notion [was] that trade and commerce would
bind nations together … and it would lead to
more wealth and prosperity, that it would
lead to democracy and freedom — domestic
changes in many countries — and it would
ultimately ensure peace. Our foreign policy
has been built around that…. Even though
it’s an economic theory it basically has been
what we’ve built our foreign policy on.”

“I think it’s fair to say that gamble failed,” Rubio concluded, calling China and Russia “more
authoritarian” and “more violent” than at the end of the Cold War. “And we’re now entering a new era.”

The Epoch Times reported that “the Biden administration is preparing to sign up the United States to a
‘legally binding’ accord with the World Health Organization (WHO) that would give this Geneva-based
UN subsidiary the authority to dictate America’s policies during a pandemic. Once a health emergency
is declared, all signatories, including the United States, would submit to the authority of the WHO
regarding treatments, government regulations such as lockdowns and vaccine mandates, global supply
chains, and monitoring and surveillance of populations.”

Allowing an international organization to have authority over anything in America is anti-American,
unconstitutional, and illegal. If this power grab is successful, then it will be just another step closer to
closing the doors on American sovereignty forever. If you thought our government’s response to Covid
was bad, then just wait until the communists and dictators of the United Nations are barking orders to
Americans. There’s not enough room in this column to list all that is wrong with this scenario. Rather, if
we agree that this is a huge problem for American sovereignty, then let’s focus on preventing it.

Our Founding Fathers provided many levels of protection for our God-given rights. These include the
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many layers of government, from local to federal, with various checks and balances. However, the
ultimate protector of rights is the American people. The Founders expected those who elected their
representatives to educate themselves and be engaged in the civic process.

Here’s a key question: Who will enforce the WHO’s edicts? Considering what the American people know
now about the asinine lockdowns and government’s self-destructive guidelines, there’s not much of a
chance that the majority of Americans will once again fall into lockstep. We predict that many more
Americans, law-enforcement officers, business owners, and elected officials will nullify anything coming
from the WHO, the federal government, and any entity claiming authority — which is exactly what they
should do.

The Founding Fathers expected us to nullify anything that is unconstitutional. If the government hasn’t
been allocated power over a certain issue, it has no business legislating on it. In other words, don’t
follow its edicts or recognize its “authority.” The idea is that lesser magistrates can protect those they
serve from government tyranny by refusing to enforce said tyranny. Nullification is what helped bring
immediate relief to many Americans during Covid lockdowns, and it can be utilized to help deter
international “authorities.”

A longer-term solution is to follow the Founders’ advice of avoiding entangling alliances and to defund
and get out of the WHO and the United Nations. Use our online pre-written and customizable
Legislative Alerts and send them to Congress to support bills that have already been introduced in the
House of Representatives and the Senate. Then, help educate Americans on the issues that matter and
how constitutional tools can be utilized to restore rights, liberties, and freedoms. Start at JBS.org, and
join the true grassroots movement that has been working since 1958.
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